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Subject: partnership
From: "Burke \"Bruno\" Schnedl" <rdufokker@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Jun 05, 2017 10:13 am

To: Jerilyn McDonald <jerilynmcdonald@gmail.com>, Bradley <bradleyclaxton@gmail.com>, 
todd.liddell@planetballroom.com

Hey Everyone,

I am neck deep in manuals and work, so I will be unable to devote any time or energy to PBA.  I have not lost my 
desire for it to be successful but I have lost focus on it.  I know I am the signator on the partnership agreement, but 
that was only because of Julies medical/legal potential problems.  It has always been Julies passion, interest and 
something that kept her motivated.  I would like for Julie to be treated as partner. If I need to sign over to her on 
paper, I will. If you as a group feel it wouldn't be a good fit to have Julie as the active partner for our share then it 
should be brought up and a different direction will have to be taken.  Julie might be a little over reactive at times but 
every one of her concerns has come to fruition.   She is proud of PBA, she loves PB business model and loves the 
instructional model as well. (I on the other hand am not as pleased with the way Tom and Elisabeth have handled the 
Franchise). I have told Julie that if she wants to try to make PBA work then I am leaving it up to her how our 
partnership proceeds from here out.  If we do make a hard push to make this work, Julie will be getting a house in 
Asheville within the next few weeks.  But this won't be done if either, you don't want Julie as partner, or if Julie is 
partner, she will need to be more openly talked to as a partner, and not after the fact, but as part of the solution. If she 
can't be treated this way then, an alternative will have to be sought.

Good Luck to all of you.

Sincerely,

Burke Schnedl
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